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An event put on by the 
First-Year Success Series 
helps students deal with 
parents who can't seem to 
let go | Page 3 
The educated 
homeless 
In spite of a law degree 
(torn Cleveland State 
University. Henry Navin 
has still fallen on hard 
times | Page 8 
Suicide bomb kills 
at least 24 north 
of Baghdad 
The bomber drove a truck 
into a police station 
yesterday in the deadliest 
of a recent string of 
attacks in Irag | Page 7 
Showing your 
true colors 
Guest columnist Breanne 
Schmidt writes about the 
use of Facebook groups 




like no other 
Consider reading 
Brian Kutzley's article 
about the relationship 
between science and 
the beginning | Page 4 
Falcon Football 
prepares for 
Miami next week 
After the loss to Boston 
College last weekend, the 
team is looking forward 
to MAC play next week 
| Page 5 
Women's tennis 
travels to tourney 
in Cincinnati 
Fire truck rolls into Rodgers 
Students evacuated residence 
halls after a reported gas leak 
By Ryan Sullivan 
Reporter 
Fire The Bowling Green 
Department makes numer- 
ous runs to the University for 
reported fires, but one yester- 
day was unlike any before it. 
A lire truck smashed into the 
side of Rodgers Quadrangle 
while responding to a call from 
the Phi Kappa Tau house. 
Although there were no inju- 
ries, explosions or additional 
fires, residents panicked as they 
began to smell gas leaking from 
the building. 
The situation began at around 
1:20 p.m. when someone from 
the I'hi Kappa Tau house called 
to say a deep fryer went ablaze 
due to a grease fire. 
As sophomore and volun- 
teer firefighter Matt Crandall 
quelled the three to four foot 
flames in the kitchen, firefight- 
ers responded to the call. Once 
the firefighters headed inside, 
their truck rolled into Rodgers. 
Freshmen Patrick Griffith 
and lee Mullenbrock said they 
saw no one driving the fire truck 
Trip to Peru changes the life of USG vice president 
Nick Gamero visits the country of his ancestors and comes back with a newfound appreciation for the culture 
ByKriitan Vasas 
Reporter 
the last thing he expected when 
he took a University-sponsored 
trip to Peru last winter break. 
Gamero's father is originally 
from Peru so when he heard 
about the trip, which was orga- 
nized by the United Christian 
Fellowship and the University's 
Arts Village, he decided it would 
be a good opportunity to get a 
taste of his own ethnicity. 
"1 had never been there 
before." Gamero said. "And I 
was like, what the heck, why 
when it hit the gas house off the 
side of the quadrangle 
"It sounded like a bomb went 
off," said University sophomore 
Drew Pontius. "It was like an 
earthquake for a second." 
When the truck hit the build- 
ing, it struck a gas line that sup- 
plied gas to Sigma Phi 1-psilon, 
Phi Kappa Tau and Commons 
Dining Center, said Larry 
1 lowland, director of facilities 
at the University. The gas line 
RODGERS 
PHOTOS 6V JORDAN ROWER 
FIRE EMERGENCY: A giease fne in a fraternity house led firefighters to the scene. Their fire 
truck eventually hit Rodgers Quadrangle See more photos of the incident at bqnews.com. 
a Nick Gamero Last winter the USG vice president visited a country in South America. 
not, and 1 went." 
While on the trip. Gamero 
experienced "all of the nor- 
mal touristy things people do," 
including "hiking trips, climb- 
ing mountains, touring ruins 
and good food." 
But Gamero also got a taste 
of real life along with all of the 
fun. 
"I saw poverty and such a cor- 
rupt government," he recalled. 
"We also helped build an addi- 
tion to an orphanage, which was 
crazy." 
Although the Peruvian chil- 
dren had no running water or 
See GAMERO | Page 2 
European bistro relocation allows 
for better atmosphere 
JORDAN HOWER I IHfBGNEWS 
ORDER'S UP: Boyko Mitov. the owner ol Naslada Bistro puts the final touches on a to-qo 
order at his restaurant, now located on Main Street. 
By Kyle Reynolds 
Reporter 
Some students may recognize 
Naslada Bistro from its days in the 
Woodland Mall food court but the 
American and European restaurant 
has a new home on Main Street. 
After spending four years in the 
mall, Naslada's owner, Boyko Mitov 
decided to relocate 
"This is a better location," Mitov 
said. "It's more convenient for the 
customers." 
The restaurant opened at 182 
South Main St. five months ago 
and continues to serve dishes 
from Bulgaria. Germany, Italy and 
America 
At his new location Mitov, who 
lived in Bulgaria before coming 
to America in 1999, aims to give 
customers the atmosphere of a 
European bistro, with European 
folk music playing and paintings. 
Iixal artist Bill Thompson, a reg- 
ular customer at the bistro, painted 
southwestern theme pieces that 
hang on the walls. 
"1 like most everything there," 
Thompson said. "Mousaka is def- 
initely my favorite I've had it in 
Gieece and there are so many ways 
to make it. They also have really 
good salads." 
Mousaka is a casserole made 
with ground chuck, seven vegeta- 
bles and souffle toppings. 
Naslada is known for their large 
selection of gourmet soups, includ- 
ing monastery bean. French onion, 
lentil and chili. 
"We arc famous for our soup" 
Mitovsaid."Nobody in KAMI makes 
soup like my soup" 
Mitov does not use additives or 
preservatives in his dishes. 
Naslada has many dishes for 
vegetarians to choose from. 
"The restaurant added many 
new salads and vegetarian dishes 
since the move," said cook Ruth 
Hasselman. 
"I'm a vegetarian so the salads 
and vegetarian dishes are my favor- 
ites," she said. 
"But customers wary of trying 
new things should not be," Mitov 
said. 
"There are not any unusual fla- 
vors," Mitov said. "1 haven't had any 
unsatisfied customers." 
"After all, the name 'Naslada' 
comes from a Bulgarian word 




By Steven R. Hurat 
The Associated Press 
BAGHDAD — Iraqi authori- 
ties want the us. government 
to sever all contracts in Iraq 
with Blackwatet USA within 
six months. They also want the 
firm to pay SH million in com- 
pensation to families of each 
of the 17 people killed when its 
guards sprayed a traffic circle 
with heavy machine gun fire 
last month. 
The demands — pan of an 
Iraqi government R'|X>rt exam- 
ined by The Associated Press 
— also called on U.S. authori- 
ties to hand over the Blackwater 
security agents involved in the 
Sept. 16 shootings to lace pos- 
sible trial in Iraqi courts. 
The tone of the Iraqi report 
appears to signal further strains 
between the government of 
Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki 
and the White I louse over the 
deaths in Nisoor Square — 
which have prompted a series of 
U.S. and Iraqi probes and raised 
questions over the use of private 
security contractors to guard U.S. 
diplomats and other officials. 
Al-Maliki ordered the inves- 
tigation by his defense minister 
and other top security and police 
officials on Sept. 22. The findings 
— which were translated from 
Arabic by AP — mark the most 
definitive Iraqi positions and 
contentions about the shootings 
last month. 
The report also highlights the 
differences in death tolls and 
accounts that have complicated 
efforts to piece together the chain 
of events as one Blackwater-pro- 
tected convoy raced back toward 
Baghdad's Green Zone after a 
nearby bombing while a second 
See IRAQ | Page 2 
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er Court resident reported 
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lay and tool a cup 
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A Napoleon Road resident thought 
■* fiember of he' apartment 
complex made a copy of her key 
and used it to get into her apart- 
Hid Sunday night 
Nothing has been taken 
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R0DGERS 
From Page 1 
dors noi supply gas for Rodgers. 
oiiK buildings with a dining 
hall or a kitchen use the gas lines. 
said I ini (iamey, associate direc- 
tor oi residence life, 
Mill. Students from Rodgers 
and thi' two fraternity houses 
were immediately evacuated 
from their buildings asa result of 
safer) concerns due to the leak. 
I he gas thai leaked was most- 
ly used Ini cooking, said Michael 
CirifTel, director of residence life. 
By around 1:55 p.m.. the leak 
had stopped. 1 lowland said. 
I'hen University officials wait- 
ed for the gas to ventilate, said 
Kim McBroom. assistant vice 
president for University market- 
ing and communications 
While University and Bowling 
(Ireen city officials wailed for a 
tow truck to remove the fire 
truck from the building, stu- 
dents were kept behind a 
police line. 
The tow truck arrived around 
4:30 p.m. and quickly took the 
JORDAN FLOWER    "HE BG NEWS 
fire truck away. The bell of 
the fire engine rang as it left 
campus. 
lust after 5 p.m.. city officials 
said students could return to 
the evacuated locations. 
Howling Green Fire Chief 
Stephen Meredith would not 
say what caused the accident 
or the amount of damage to 
the truck. 
An investigation into the situ- 
ation is underway, he said. 
k 
A CLOSER LOOK: Vte» a slide show 
ot the IK >.  ' M bgnews.com. 
IRAQ 
From Page 1 
backup team in four gun trucks 
sped into die square as a backup 
team. 
The Iraqi investigation — first 
outlined Thursday by Ihc 
Associated Press — charges the 
four Hlackwater vehicles called to 
the squaie began shooting with- 
out provocation. Hlackwater con- 
tends its employees came under 
fire first. 
The government, at the conclu- 
sion of its investigation, said 17 
Iraqis died Initial reports put the 
toll at II. 
It said the compensation — 
totaling $136 million — was so 
high "because Hlackwater uses 
Blackwater uses employees who disrespect 
the rights of Iraqi citizens even though they 
are guests in this country." 
employees who disrespect the 
rights of Iraqi citizens even though 
they are guests in this country." 
Trie U.S. military pays com- 
pensation money to the families 
of civilians killed in battles or to 
cover property damage, bin at far 
lower amounts. 
The United Stales has not 
made conclusive findings about 
the shooting, though [here are 
multiple investigations under 
way and Congress has opened 
inquiries into the role of pri- 
vate security contractors. Last 
week, the I HI took over a Stale 
Department investigation, 
raising the prospect that it 
could be referred to the Justice 
Department for prosecution. 
The Iraqi government report 
said its courts wen- to proper 
venue in which Io bring charges. 
It siiil Rlackwaler's license io 
operate in Iraq expired on lime 2. 
2(XK), meaning il had no immu- 
nity from prosecution under Iraqi 
laws set down Saddam's2003 fall. 
GAMERO 
From Page 1 
other amenities, Gamero said 
they were jusl happy to have 
the students there with them. 
"We were so hot and getting 
eaten by bugs all day long," he 
said. "Those kids lived like that 
every day, but I never heard 
them complain once. They 
were just so happy to have us 
therewith them." 
After returning home to the 
states following nearly three 
weeks in Peru, Gamero real- 
ized whal an impact the coun- 
try and the people he met had 
on him. 
"It was life changing," he 
said. "I bring myself back to 
earth when I think about peo- 
ple in Peru who are living day 
to day and it just really makes 
me appreciate every moment 
I have." 
lunior Erin Stanley who 
went on the trip said that she 
saw the changes and increased 
optimism in Gamero early in 
tbe outing. 
After sitting with Gamero on 
the bus ride there, she realized 
"he was really great to have 
around. He jusl had such a nice 
energy, even when he wasn't 
feeling the best." 
Stanley said duringonepoint 
of the trip, Gamero became 
dehydrated and "was really, 
really sick." 
"1 kepi checking on him 10 
make sure that he was still OK. 
but it was like he wasn't even 
sick," she said. "He jusl man- 
aged to stay so positive and 
upbeat thai you would forget 
he was miserable." 
All hough she noted that the 
trip affected her life greatly, 
Stanley believes visiting Peru 
had an especially great impact 
on Gamero's goals and motives 
today. 
"He was just so optimistic 
during the whole thing," she 
said of Gamero's attitude in 
Peru. "I definitely see some of 
that optimism in his plans for 
the student government this 
year and I know il will benefit 
the student body." 
Gordon Ricketts, the direc- 
tor of Arts Village and one of 
the leaders on the trip, also 
noticed Gamero's upbeat atti- 
tude. 
"Nick is serious, but fun al 
the same time." Ricketts said. 
"It was life changing. 
I bring myself back 
to earth when I think 
about people in Peru 
who are living day to 
day and it... makes 
me appreciate every 
moment I have." 
Ntck Gamero | USGVP 
"His positive attitude is great 
for the students and for USG. 
He's going to be able to face 
problems this school year with 
an optimistic attitude, and 
that's going to make all the 
difference." 
Ricketts also noted that 
Gamero is a "definite people 
person" which allows him to 
make connections with people 
who are different 
"While we were in Peru, 
Nick was really concerned 
with meeting local people," 
Ricketts said. "1 remember he 
gol involved in a football game 
with some locals and was the 
last one picked for a team. But 
you know, as soon as he got out 
there on the field and started 
playing, he was accepted by 
them and I think they respect- 
ed him for who he was as a 
person." 
Ricketts also believes that 
this type of accepting and 
carefree behavior is what will 
make Gamero appealing to the 
students this school year. 
"He jusl really wants to 
learn about the people and 
not focus on the big political 
things." Ricketts said. "Thai is 
an extremely positive and hard 
to find thing in a leader, but 
Nick has it down." 
Although (ianiero said his 
Interaction with the people of 
Peru was definitely life chang- 
ing, he hopes that his involve- 
ment with the students on 
campus will be life altering as 
well. 
"I waul to do everything 1 
can for the betterment of the 
undergraduate students," 
Gamero said. "What's good for 
the students is good for me." 
"This might sound cheesy," 
he said, "but for me. ev crv thing 
I do is all about the people." 
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GETALIFE 
CALENDAR Of EVENTS 
Somtol thi (And* <l t*rt\ * uta (rom wr»ibjw*dj 
8:00 am -11:00 p.m. 5:30-7:00 p.m. 
Muslim Student How to Work a Job Fair 
Association Prayer Room 308 Union 
204 OlKamp Hall 
6 00-/:30 pm 
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. McMaster Dinner 
Diane Pribojan-Rabak- 209 Union 
Paintings 
The Little Gallery 7:00 p.m. 
Month of the Scholar 
a rr - SOU pm Kick off - Jeopardy 
Spirit Groups Dinner Sale 206 Union 
118-1 Table Space in Student 
Union 7:30 p.m. 
Fall Film Directors Series 
11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall 
Food For Thought 
201A Union 800 pm 
Student Composers' 
i-oo - s-nn | Forum 
Resume Critique Sessions Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical 
116 Conklin North Arts Center 
read the newspaper online at: 
www.bg news.com 
FYSS presents: "Helicopterus Parents" 
By Semira Chowdhury 
Reporter 
Some first-year students might 
have a parent calling five times 
a day to see what they are doing 
or when they are coming home. 
Yesterday. First-Year Success 
Series put on an event called 
"Helicopterus Parentus" to help 
with that very problem. 
Presenter and Founders 
Hall Director Briar Wintersteen 
explained that the term was in 
Latin because he wanted to 
emphasize that helicopter parents 
aren't your average parents. 
"They have their own special 
qualities." he said, explaining that 
helicopter parents are especially 
overprotective. 
The presentation was based 
on two books, "The Naked 
Roommate", and "Real College: 
The Essential Guide to Student 
Life." 
The Naked Roommate's defi- 
nition of a "helicopter parent" 
is "hovering parents that circle 
around campus, getting way too 
involved in life on campus. When 
something is wrong, they make 
UAO TELL ALL 
OPEN FORUM 
DO YOU H*VE QUESTIONS? 
COMMENTS? 
CONCERNS 
WELL LOOK NO FURTHER, 
ANSWERS ARE ON THE WAY 
TUESDAY 
OCTOBER 9, 2007 
7:00PM - 9:00 PM 
WHERE: 
UNION THEATER 
FOR MORE INFO: 
myuao@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
1-419-372-2486 
"Be S\ Tourist In your 
Own Town! 
Sunday, October 14, 2007 
2:00-5:00 p.m. 
BG AREA RESIDENTS!^ 
COME CHECK OUT WHAT YOU'VE BEEN 
MISSING HERE IN YOUR OWN BACK YARD1. 
THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU TO 
EXPERIENCE ALL THE ATTRACTIONS IN 
BOWLING CREEN! 
BC ATTRACTIONS INCLUDE: 
- SNOOKS DRIAM CARS AUTOMOBIH 
MUSIUM 
- AL-MAR LAMS 
6C COMMUNITY CINTIR 
- STOW Rioct Goit COURSI 
- NATIONAL CONSTRUCTION EOUWMINI 
MUSIUM 
- WOOD COUNIY PUBLIC LIBRARY 
- BC WIND FARM 
- AMIRKAN Cmi WAR MUSWM or OHIO 
- SLWPIRY ELM TRAIL 
- WOOD COUNIY COURTHOUSI 
- MAIN STRUT BC'S WALKING TOUR or 
HlSIORICAl PlACfS 
- WOOD COUNTY HISTORICAL CINTIR & 
MUSEUM 
BGSU CAMPUS ATTRACTIONS 
INCLUDE: 
- Lime RID SCHOOLHOUSC 
- BOWTN-THOMPSON STUDINT 
UNION 
- FINI ARTS CINTIR CAILIRY 
- GISH FILM THIATIR & CALLIRY 
- let ARINA 
P,ac£be! 
PICK UP YOUR TOURIST GUIDE AT THE BOWLING GREEN 
CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU, IJO E. COURT ST., 
OR ON YOUR 1" STOP OF THE TOUR.    THIS WILL GUIDE YOU 
THROUGH BOWLING GREEN AND GIVE YOU FREE 
ENTRANCE TO ALL THE SITES! 
WATCH FOR THE SPECIAL INSERT IN THE SENTINEL-TRIBUNE 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10™ 
FOR MORI INIORMAIION PIIASI CALI IHI CVB AT (419) 353-9445. 
it right. 
Wintersteen's presentation 
focused on ways students can 
make their own decisions with- 
out help from hovering moms and 
dads. 
The key to this is communica- 
tion. Wintersteen said. 
As a freshman, parents may 
expect their children to get good 
grades, stay out of trouble, go to 
class and participate in extracur- 
ricular activities. 
Wintersteen also explained 
that parents are a lifelong burden. 
Parents who have just sent their 
children off to college are in new 
territory. Tliey aren't ready to deal 
with an adult, he said. Intents 
aren't sure how to express their 
feelings because they an used to 
teenaged children. 
Wintersteen described different 
kinds of "helicopter parents." 
Some parents call constantly to 
make sure students are home or 
text their children in class. Others 
control them by using guilt, money 
and hypnosis. This is better known 
as the "fifth parent." 
But despite the crazy behavior, 
parents just want to say that they 
miss, love, and want to hear their 
child's voice, Wintersteen said. 
There are three ways to deal 
with these types of parents. 
First, listen to them carefully. 
Second, tell them that you appre- 
ciate what they are saying and 
repeat their advice while doing so. 
Hie third way, Wintersteen said, is 
to do what makes you happy and 
this only works is if you are doing 
something reasonable. 
Choosing a major can also lx' 
a problem if your parents have a 
future career in mind for you. 
To deal, Wintersteen suggested 
relaxing when picking a major. 
Most importantly, he emphasized 
that you must choose your major, 
not your parents. Instead of talk- 
ing to parents, talk to someone 
at the Career Center, friends or 
professors. 
It's also essential not to use a text 
message, a collect call or an e-mail 
to explain any life decision. It is 
important to explain and research 
why the decision is being made 
so it's easier to help your parents 
understand. 
Not filling parents in on every 
detail ran make life easier in the 
long run though, Wintersteen 
said. 
If students call and complain 
about not getting Into a class or 
roommate problems, this gives 
helicopter parents more control, 
he said. 
When it's necessary' 10 tell the 
parents, students should explain 
the solution and explain die situ- 
ation in a way dial makes it clear 
they can take care of it them- 
selves. 
Freshman Kristin Vilogi said 
she thought the presentation was 
helpful about dealing with par- 
ents, 
"I thought the presentation was 
insightful about how parent- child 
relationships work while in college 
because it explained how best to 
communicate with parents." 
Freshman IflHan Wig said her 
mother is a "helicopter mom" and 
thought the information about 
communication was most impor- 
tant. 
TTOm this presentation, I 
learned that communication 
strategies like setting up a regular 
time to talk in order to deal with 
my helicopter mom," she said. 
...Because Tireman loves your 
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*to the first 100 people 
October 10, 2007 
11:30-1:00 
BGSU Student Union 
Multi Purpose Room 228 
Find out what happened when four 
BGSU students experienced 
housing discrimination. 
TOPICS TO BE DISCUSSED INCLUDE: 
• How to spot discrimination 
■ What to do if you suspect it 
• What happens if you need to have 
an accommodation due to a disability 
■ Who to contact for help 
Sponsored by the Fair Housing Center, 
the Ohio Civil Rights Commission and BGSU 
FAIR HOUSING IS THE LAW! 
If you have questions, 
please contact Lisa at the 
Toledo Fair Housing Center 
419-243-6163 
lisalawson@toledofhc.org 
FORUM "It sounded like a bomb went off... It was like an earthquake for a Second. - Drew Pontius, sophomore, on the fire truck crashing into a gas house outside of Rodgers yesterday [see story, p. 1] 
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET  What's the best new show on TV? 








"Last One Standing.' 
on the Discovery 
Channel." 
DANMcCOOEY, 




k VISIT US AT BGNEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bgnews.com. 
Protest, paint-by-numbers style 
BREANNE SCHMIDT GUEST COLUMNIST 
Sill .I.WATKR. Okla. - I have a 
veritable rainbow of clothes in 
my closet. Until recently I had 
neglected several shades, but 
now. thanks tt> Facebook, I've 
been given a reason to break out 
some of the more obscure and 
seldom-worn colors. 
I am, ol course, referring to the 
copious number of "Wear this 
coior to support this cause on 
this day" event invites I'm sure 
everyone has received. 
Don't get me wrong; I think 
it's great that people care about 
current events and issues, but 
facebook isn't the place to do 
it and wearing a different color 
isn't the way to do it. All it proves 
is that you know how to create 
events on Facebook and that you 
support huge clothing compa- 
nies. 
It's unfortunate that "caring'' 
for an issue or cause has become 
a popular trend. It's not that I 
don't want attention drawn to 
where it needs to be focused, but 
that people need to be informed 
about issues and not care just 
because some famous person 
they admire suddenly cares 
about tlie issue or cause. If you're 
going to care about something, 
do it because it's the right thing 
to do, not because it's the popu- 
lar thing to do. 
Unfortunately my generation 
appears to have lost its ability 
to think for itself, so I'm willing 
to bet the Facebooks will keep 
coming in force. I guess I'll have 
to resign myself to that fact. 
I've tried for a long time to 
understand the significance 
of wearing different colors for 
different causes, and I'd like to 
know how colors are assigned to 
causes. 
Because I've failed so many 
times to comprehend, I say that 
if this absurd practice must con- 
tinue, it needs some sort oforga- 
i ii/. i! mn — a system, if you will. 
I propose the following guide- 
lines: 11 u11 laniiai i,u i crises and 
causes get the warm colors (reds, 
oranges, yellows and pinks). Any 
sort of injustice gets the cool col- 
ors (blues, browns, purples and 
dark greens). And I don't think 
we should pull out the big guns 
(black and white) unless there's a 
major political issue. Desperate 
times call for desperate measures 
and dramatic colors, right? 
The only two colors I'll make 
allowances for are orange 
and black. Because here (at 
Oklahoma State University) 
there's never a wrong time or rea- 
son to wear your school colors. 
This might sound a bit radi- 
cal, but I think it needs saying 
— if you really want to help a 
cause, log off Facebook, get up 
off the couch and do something. 
Donate money, volunteer, start 
a pet it it n i or write a crazy rant- 
ing letter to the government. 
It doesn't matter what you do 
as long as it has results beyond 
showing off your extensive ward- 
robe. 
I'm going to call this column a 
humanitarian effort to eradicate 
stupidity. 
So if you in any way support 
what I've said, I'd like for you to 
wear a pleasant shade of mauve 
tomorrow, OK? 
Schmidt writes for The Daily 
O'Collegian at Oklahoma State 
University. 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news 
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor: 
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com. 
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union 
Information Center 
■ Call us at 419-572-6966. 
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall. 
Be sure to read the full submission guidelines at the bottom of this 
page. 
TOMORROW IN FORUM 
Modern movies are hurt by buzz marketing, product placement and 
demographic-targeting, says Levi Joseph Wonder. 
Jason Snead on why the U.S. needs to take further steps into 
exploring space. 
The British are offering better 
treatment to Iraqis than the U.S. 
THE INDEPENDENT COLLEGIAN I GUEST 
COLUMNISTS 
Iraqis who have faithfully 
served the British govern- 
ment since the invasion of the 
Persian Gulf state in 2003 have 
been extended the courtesy to 
resettle in England. Interpreters 
and aides to the British forces 
are among many of the 20,000 
Iraqis that are looking to immi- 
grate to the British Isles for asy- 
lum in exchange for the indis- 
pensable function they have 
provided our allies "across the 
pond." Hopefully, America will 
follow suit in this effort, safe- 
guarding those Iraqis who risk 
their lives to assist our armed 
services deployed in Iraq. 
When American and British 
troops are out patrolling the 
streets of Baghdad, Tikrit or any 
other spot in the country seek- 
ing out terrorists or militants 
who seek to plunge Iraq into 
civil war, Arabic interpreters and 
other close aides are essential. If 
a patrol encounters a suspected 
terrorist who in fact is a simple 
Iraqi farmer, the interpreter pre- 
vents the soldiers from detain- 
ing or possibly doing worse to 
the innocent Iraqi, all the while 
helping to defend the well-being 
of the soldiers. 
Oftentimes, Iraqis who assist 
American and British forces are 
targeted and assassinated by 
terrorists and Sunni or Shiite 
militants who oppose the inter- 
preters' and aides' support of 
Western forces. The danger they 
face is very real in today's Iraq. 
Britain may be experiencing 
a shortage of living space in its 
more heavily populated areas, 
but the concern that the British 
government is showing those 
Iraqis who are so crucial to the 
successful reconstruction of Iraq 
and the struggle against terrorist 
groups is amiable. 
Since the beginning of the war 
four years ago, the Bush admin- 
istration has only allowed 800 
Iraqis who have assisted them 
to resettle in this country, hav- 
ing originally planned to take in 
7,000. A large-scale relocation 
of Iraqi refugees into this coun- 
try, the likes of which Syria and 
other states neighboring Iraq 
have had to endure, is probably 
impossible, but those who have 
served this country deserve at 
least the option to enjoy safe 
haven here. 
The Independent Collegian 
is the student newspaper at the 
University of Toledo. 
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Science and religion have a 
friendship nobody sees 
"In truth, Christianity embraced science 
from the beginning. The reasoning is 
simple: Humans are too flawed to see God, 
and therefore must view him indirectly 
through his creation." There seems to be an ongoing 
battle on which is superior, sci- 
ence or religion. This debate 
has reached an all time low 
on these pages, complete with 
personal attacks and extremist 
claims. So it gives me no small 
pleasure to assure these contes- 
tants that you're all wrong. And 
you're wrong because you're 
making an assumption which 
is as popular as it is flawed: 
That there is some inherent 
contest between religion and 
science. If there is such a con- 
test, it is only between the most 
extreme elements of each. 
Let's remember that 
Christianity first reached 
prominence in an empire 
highly influenced by the natu- 
ral philosophy (the field that 
would evolve into modern sci- 
ence) of the Ancient Greeks. In 
fact, two of Catholicism's best 
known saints, Augustine and 
Thomas Aquinas, were canon- 
ized at least in part for their 
reconciliation of reason and 
faith, specifically pertaining to 
the works of the pagans Plato 
and Aristotle. 
In truth, Christianity 
embraced science from the 
beginning. The reasoning is 
simple: Humans are too flawed 
to see God, and therefore must 
view him indirectly through his 
creation. And to say that literal 
interpretations of the Bible 
impeded scientific inquiry 
is no more to the point than 
saying the same of stubborn 
adherence to Aristotle. In truth, 
the same impediments can be 
found today, as scientific com- 
munities flock to the authorita- 
tive voice. 
TOP NEWS STORIES 
The site is updated daily 
with stoties from the paper 
ar<J online extras. 
BL0GGING 
Check out our sports 
and food blogs 
SPEAK UP 
You can leave Web-only 
comments on each article 
and opinion column. 
BLOTTER 
If we can't fit it all in the 
paper, check out the entire 
MULTIMEDIA 
Web video and audio 
slideshows offer more 
than just a story. 
To complete my point, let's 
turn to Galileo, the supposed 
black mark on the Catholic 
Church. High schools teach 
that Galileo was forced to 
repent because he taught a sys- 
tem contrary to the accepted 
cosmology of the Church. In 
truth, however, Galileo had 
carte blanche to teach his sys- 
tem, so long as he also taught 
the traditional theory. Galileo 
not only ignored this request, 
but formally mocked the beliefs 
of the church. If this event is the 
origin of the theoretical schism 
between religion and science 
it might be interesting to note 
who delivered the first blow. 
However, my purpose is not 
to assign blame. I feel that the 
presence of the Aristotelian 
method throughout the history 
of Christendom is proof enough 
that the two studies can coin- 
cide. Instead I would like to 
argue that the two are mutually 
dependent. 
Johannes Kepler is famous 
for publishing the laws of 
planetary motion, and was the 
first to discover that planets 
orbited in slightly elliptical 
patterns. Here's the rest of the 
story: Kepler's Laws (as they're 
now called) were not published 
as such. They were published 
amidst volumes of musical 
composition and religious ded- 
ications. In fact, the only reason 
Kepler developed the law on 
equal area in equal time was 
because his faith in God was 
such that he was compelled 
to find the inherent perfect 
geometry in the system. The 
triumph of secular astronomy 
is quite appropriately a result of 
religious piety. 
Albert Einstein posited that, 
"science without religion is 
lame, religion without science 
is blind." Without an under- 
standing of the Creator, Kepler 
would have been effectively 
paralyzed, and without its 
belief in natural philosophy the 
church would have collapsed 
in on its own superstition. This 
is not to say that all scientists 
must believe in God. However 
it is absurd if not outright con- 
temptible for a rational individ- 
ual to state absolutely that the 
Bible is flawed and God can- 
not exist. If nothing else, this 
proclamation flies in the face 
of scientific inquiry — which is 
built on evidence, not the lack 
thereof. 
Religion is a paradigm: It 
provides a basic understand- 
ing of life and purpose, and 
it successfully reconciles all 
experience and data. "Secular" 
(read: Atheist) scientists have a 
prevailing religious paradigm 
of their own. This paradigm 
is based on incomplete and 
inconclusive evidence of a 
Big Bang and random (read: 
Unguided). Ironically, this 
religion of atheists provides 
as many questions as it does 
answers. 
So as my concluding state- 
ment, let me paraphrase 
Einstein. Scientists who would 
reject even the possibility of 
a greater being are not only 
violating their own principles, 
but are also crippling their abil- 
ity to understand the natural 
world. And Christians — all 
religious individuals for that 
matter — who refuse to look 
at scientific inquiry and focus 
exclusively on Biblical study, 
have no chance of ever seeing 
the true nature or glory of God. 
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to thenews@bgnews.com. 
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SIDELINES 
VOLLEYBALL 
BG's Kendra Halm 
named MAC East 
Player of the Week 
After a stellar week in which 
the Falcons swept Akron. 
IPFW and Buffalo. Halm's 
performances were honored 
by the conference. Halm 
totaled 35 kills and just two 
errors in three games last 





of compliance and 
certification 
The northwest Ohio native is 
coming to the Falcons from 
the University of Illinois. He'll 
be replacing Sid Sink who is 
retiring at the end of 2007. 




Shootout at the Legends at 
Franklin, Ind.; All day 
OUR CALL 
Today in Sports 
History 
1989  Art Shell becomes the 
first black NFL coach. His LA. 
Raiders beat the New York 
Jets 14-7 on Monday Night 
Football. 
1974 - The Cleveland Indians' 
Frank Robinson becomes the 
first black baseball manager. 
1974 - The Washington 
Capitals' first NHL game 
results in a 6-3 loss to the 
New York Rangers at Madison 
Square Garden to begin a 37- 
game road losing streak. 
The List 
The BG News presents the 
five biggest upsets in college 
football in 2007. 
1. Appalachian State 
over Michigan: One of 
the best l-AA teams knocks 
off a team who was supposed 
to be one of the best l-A 
teams at home! 
2. Stanford over 
USC: Holy Cardinal! 
Jim Harbaugh knocks off 
California's most influential 
man. Pete Caroll in a thrilling 
last-second victory. 
3. Syracuse over 
Louisville: Louisville's 
defense has proven its 
inferiority since then, but this 
game was just downright 
ridiculous. 
4. Colorado over 
Oklahoma: One of 
the most troubled football 
programs in the country 
finally has a day in the sun by 
beating a top 10 opponent. 
5. South Florida 
over West Virginia: 
Not a big surprise but the 
Bulls effectively knocked 
West Virginia off their Big 
East pedestal 
Cleveland rocks in the Bronx 
Indians finish off Yankeees in New York 
By Ronald Blum 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — Once Grady 
Sizemore hit a leadoff home run, 
the Cleveland Indians were head- 
ed to the AL championship series 
while the New York Yankees were 
braced for a showdown with their 
boss. 
laul Byrd and the Indians bull- 
pen closed out New York 6-4 in 
Game 4 last night, completing 
another first-round debacle for the 
Yankees that might cost manager 
loeTorrehisjob. 
jm   INDIA 
YANK 
I KS   6 
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l"he Yankees came in streaking, 
overcoming a 21 -29 start to win the 
Al. wild card. But they were done in 
by p<x>r pitching, an insect invasion 
and the latest October vanishing 
act by Alex Rodriguez, whose Ixit 
was quiet until a solo home nin in 
the seventh inning 
'Hie pesky Indians, who wasted 
a three-run lead in Game 3, chased 
Chien-Ming Wang in the second 
and burst ahead 4-0. Byrd kept 
wiggling out of trouble, and Victor 
Martinez's two-run single made it 
6-1 in the fourth against reliever 
Mike Mussina. 
A day after averting a sweep, 
New York put ninners on in each 
of the first seven innings. But when 
it counted, its high-octane offense 
fell flat once again, with late homers 
by Rodriguez and Bobby Abreu not 
enough. 
Cleveland moves on to its first 
ALCS since 1998, opening Friday 
ALDS 
KUTHVWIUENS 
WAY TO 60: Cleveland Indians' Giddy Sizemore. right, is greeted at home plate by Kelly 
Shoppach. left, and Jhonny Peralta after scoring on a hit by Victor Martinez yesterday 
Cincinnati tourney 
a success for BG 
Netters go 14-9 in singles play, 7-4 in 
doubles play at Queen City Invitational 
By Nat. Parsons 
Reporter 
The BG women's tennis team 
spent its fall break in Cincinnati 
participating in the Queen City 
Invitational. 
The three-day event, hosted by 
Cincinnati, featured Akron, Bail 
State, Eastern Kentucky, Kennesaw 
State, Miami (Ohio).Xavier and the 
Falcons. 
For the tournament, the Moons 
posted a 14-9 overall record in sin- 
gles play, while compiling a com- 
bined 7-4 record in doubles play. 
Sam Kintzel cruised through the 
fourth flight to win the singles title. 
Kintzel defeated Xavier's Kelsey 
Kinnard, 6-0.6-1 in the tide match. 
She lost just three games over her 
final three matches. 
"I went into the tournament 
really wanting to do good and try 
to win die flight,'' Kintzel said. "I 
took each match one-by-one and 
just concentrated and focused on 
that match. I played really hard 
and really strong each match." 
Christine Chiricosta continued 
to impress as she advanced to the 
16-player first-flight singles title 
match where she eventually lost to 
Miami's Anastasia Dracheva, 3-6, 
4-6. The loss was Chiricosta's first 
singles loss of her career. 
"Christine had an awesome 
tournament," Coach Penny Dean 
said. "She played a really good 
match in the finals even though 
she lost. She had a great perfor 
mance." 
Chiricosta, along with doubles 
partner Kintzel. also performed 
well in doubles play winning the 
first-flight doubles consolation 
bracket. 
In the duo's opening round 
match, they lost to Miami's Blimey 
Larson and Megan Martzolf, 4-8. 
The Miami duo eventually won 
the tide. 
After losing their opening-round 
match, Chiricosta and Kintzel won 
dieir next two matches includ- 
ing the consolation game against 
Xavier with a score of 8-1. 
Andrea Voile and Katia Babina 
both advanced to the semi-finals 
See TENNIS I Page 6 
PHOTOS BY JORDAN FLOWER    THE K NEWS 
STAREDOWH (ABOVE): Sam Kintzel returns a serve <i a match earlier this season Kintzel won the fourth singles flight for BG over the weekend 
BACKHAND (RIGHT): Christ** Chiricosta continued her impressive fall season with an appearance in the title match ol the first flight. 
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Falcons not dwelllinq on loss, 
want to move on to MAC play 
By Colin Wilson 
Sports Editor 
It's a new week for the BG foot- 
ball team. That is the case every 
Monday, but yesterday it was 
more of a theme. 
While the Falcons felt the 
wrath of a top 10 football team 
Saturday, they would like to 
focus on the rest of their sched- 
ule, all conference games. 
"We just have to take what 
happened this week and learn 
from it," said wide receiver Corey 
Partridge. 
The loss wasn't necessarily 
reflective of the team's progress 
through its first four games in 
which they went 3-1, their only 
loss coming to Michigan State 
28-17. 
Now that they're 
JORDAN FLOWER I THE BG NEWS 
GET OFF ME: Freddie Barnes (7) was a 
bright spot in the Fakons' loss to BC. He had 
eight catches for 112 yards and two scores 
implementing their game plan 
for the Miami game Saturday, 
the Falcons are ready to look for- 
ward and try and reach their goal 
of a Mid-American Conference 
Championship. 
Despite a long trip over the 
weekend, defensive coordina- 
tor Mike Ward was already hard 
at work as early as 8 a.m. yes- 
terday said defensive end Sean 
O'Drobinak. 
"He's already got a great game 
plan," he added. 
The Falcons' goal every year is 
to win the MAC Championship, 
something they have not done 
since 1992. 
"We're ready to go. We're full- 
steam ahead," Partridge said. 
"This is definitely what we've 
been waiting for — the MAC 
schedule. 
"We want to get that MAC 
See FOOTBALL | Page 6 
Steinbach calls out 
Vrabel for late hit Sunday 
By Tom Withers 
The Associated Press 
BEREA, Ohio — The New 
England Patriots are unbeaten, 
not unblemished. 
At least one of them is dirty to 
Browns guard Eric Steinbach. 
Irritated over what he thought 
was a cheap shot in the closing 
seconds of Sunday's 34-17 loss, 
Steinbach called Patriots line- 
backer Mike Vrabel "classless" 
on Monday and hopes the NFI. 
fines one of New England's top 
players. 
Steinbach felt Vrabel purpose- 
ly dived at the knees of rookie 
tackle foe Thomas' legs with 11 
seconds remaining on a play 
that was stopped when Browns 
quarterback Derek Anderson 
spiked the ball. 
"It was uncalled for," Steinbach 
Mike Vrabel 
Being criticized 
by Browns players 
for a hit after the 
whistle in Sunday's 
game. 
said. 
The Patriots were leading 
by 17 when Anderson took the 
snap and fired the ball into the 
ground. Most players stopped 
immediately, but as Thomas 
backpedalled, Vrabel, who mav 
not have heard the whistle, kept 
rushing the quarterback and fell 
at thefirst-rounddraft pick's legs, 
knocking him back and tripping 
up Anderson. 
Steinbach   thought  Vrabel's 
See VRABEL | Page 6 
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Championship and Miami is a 
good place to start" 
I he Falcons won't forget the 
hrutal loss, they'll use it as a ref- 
erence point and try to improve 
Irani what they saw. 
"You don't pretend it didn't 
happen," said BG coach Gregg 
Brandon. "We approach it just 
like any game." 
CONFIDENCE IN THEIR 
LEADER 
Tyler Sheehan had the worst 
game of his young career 
Saturday but his teammates are 
confident that it was merely an 
abberation. Sheehan's live inter- 
ceptions were a career high. 
; "Tyler might have just been 
trying to make plays out there," 
Partridge said. " I hat's what he 
is, he'saplaymakcr." 
Sheehan had proven that 
through four games with III 
touchdowns and a 66 percent 
completion rate. 
"Sometimes it works lor \ou 
JORDAN FLOWER 
LOOKING AHEAD:      ■ Sbwhan will try to recover from a five-interception day at 
Boston College The sophomore has already seemed to bounce back his teammates said 
and sometimes it doesn't and 
he ended up on the wrong side 
Of It" 
Sheehan is in good spirits this 
week though. Partridge sat next 
to him on the ride home and 
said the sophomore was impres- 
sive in the way he handled the 
situation. 
"Tyler is a very head si rung per- 
son," Partridge said. "Everybody 
has a bad game. 
"He's handled it pretty well." 
Sheehan now has II touch- 
downs and nine interceptions 
this  season.   His  completion 
percentage is still more than 66 
and he is averaging 315 yards 
per game. 
BG now has six receivers 
with double-digit catches after 
Saturday's game. 
NOTHING NEW 
The Falcons offense won't 
change much from the first five 
games of 2007. 
That means the pass-happy 
offense won't stray far from the 
norm. Brandon did say that he 
may run more against the con- 
ference. 
"A lot of the games, Michigan 
State, Minnesota, Boston 
College, we weren't working on 
running the football," Brandon 
said. "We thought our best 
chances to win the game were to 
throw the ball 50 to 60 times." 
The conference foes might see 
mote run plays, that may depend 
01) whether or not the Falcons 
team average of 3.3 yards per 
carry improves. 
"We have a few wrinkles 
here and there," Brandon said. 
"We are who we are right now. 
Hopefully we can rush the ball 
better." 
TENNIS 
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of the second-flight singles bracket 
before losing to Ball Stales I lav ley 
Hall, 3-6, 5-7, and Kennesuu 
State's Karen Ammann, 2-6, 3-6, 
respectively. 
Stefanie Menoff and lenna 
Nussbaum both won their open- 
ing-round matches before losing 
in the second round of the third 
flight singles bracket. 
Kelsey lakupcin and l.ihhy 
I larrison both lost their opening- 
round matches in the liisi arid 
fourth-flights, respectively 
Coach Dean was very pleased 
with the teams overall perfor- 
mance. 
"Everyone performed well. 
Dean said. "We had a lot ol really 
good matches." 
Dean has seen a lot ol improve- 
ment since the teams first tourna- 
ment back in September. 
"Every single doubles team has 
improved," Dean said. They play 
better together and their skills 
have improved." 
"In singles play, everyone has 
improved. The points were gener- 
ally longer and the players were 
able to play more of their own. 
"Everyone 
performed well.We 
had a lot of really 
good matches." 
unique style. It was a good tour- 
nament to build off of." 
I laving the opportunity to play 
some Mid-American Conference 
opponents early in tournaments 
like the Queen ( it\ Invitational 
and the University Invitational 
Hill help prepare the team lor 
conference play, KIntzeJ said. 
"It helps us prepare and see 
what's to come ill the future.'' 
she added. "I think now we all 
know what eve need to work on to 
play those teams when the lime 
comes." 
Ihe   Falcons  will  conclude 
their fall season Oct. 1H-23 when 
selected members will navel 
to Ann Arlxir, Mich., to partici- 
pate in the Wilson/ITA Regional 
(championships, 
ihe remaining members of the 
learn will bead to Miincie. bid., for 
the Ball State I all Invitational that 
weekend. 
K»THYWILLENS 
DOWN AND OUT: New York Yankees fust baseman Doric] Mienikiewiu reads after 
Cleveland Indians' Grady Sizemore was called safe at first in the sixth inning yesterday. 
ALDS 
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night at Boston The Indians were 
only 2-5 against the lied Sox this 
season, but will have aces C.C. 
Sabathia and Fausto Carmona 
rested for Fenway Park. 
The Indians are seeking their 
first World Series title since 1948. 
Bewildered New York o|)ens 
yet another offseason of tumioil, 
another October over nearly as 
soon as ii began All eyes will he 
on owner George Steinbrenner, 
who said over the weekend that 
he didn't think he'd keep Torre as 
manager if New York bowed with 
another early exit. 
Tone managed the Yankees 
to four World Series titles in his 
first five years and reached the 
playoffs in all 12 of bis seasons. 
Yet, that might not lx- enough for 
Steinbrenner, impatient his team 
of multimillionaires has gone 
seven years in a row with no title 
and hasn't even gotten past the 
first round since 2004. 
YRABEL 
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move was deliberate. 
"To dive for a guy's knees like 
that?" he said. "And almost take 
out the quarterback? When the 
game is already over with?" 
Steinbach swiftly responded 
to Vrabel's charge by shoving 
him hard with both bands to 
the ground. Center 1 lank Fraley 
pounced on Vrabel and a few of 
the other Browns linemen went 
after the former Ohio State star 
as players on both sides joined 
the skirmish. 
Following ihe game, several 
Browns had words with Vrabel. 
Steinbach feels Vrabel's 
actions were inappropri- 
ate whether the Patriols were 
ahead by double-digits or try- 
ing to stop the Browns from 
kicking a lying field goal. 
"It was too blatant for every- 
one to see." he said. "I don't 
know if the refs were kind of 
lackadaisical because il was int- 
end of the game, but regardless 
of where it's at in the game, if 
you're going to allow stuff like 
thai to go on ... I thought we're 
trying to clean the game up. 1 
wasn't too fond of that." 
He's also hoping Ihe league 
step in and punishes Vrabel, a 
10-year veteran. 
"I hope so," he said. "You've 
got to get fined for that. If he's 
going to keep going on like thai. 
Maybe he doesn't care about 
a $5,000 fine. But I wouldn't 
want that reputation." 
Vrabel has a bit of a his- 
tory with the Browns. With 
the Pittsburgh Steelers in 
1999, Vrabel was penalized 
for roughing Ihe Cleveland 
quarterback Ttai Couch, a 15- 
yard infraction that set up a 
game-winning field goal for 
the Browns. 
Whether Vrabel's move on 
Thomas was intentional or not, 
to Steinbach, it's yet another 
spol on ihe Patriots' once- 
impeccable image, which 
siHiiis to be getting more tar- 
nished as the months pass. 
Following last year's AFC 
title game, San Diego super- 
star LaDainian Tbmlinson 
was upset with the Patriots for 
dancing on the Chargers logo 
at midfield. Last month. New 
England coach Bill Belie link 
was fined $500,000 and the 
Patriots $250,000 for violating a 
"Regardless of where 
It's at in the game, if 
you're going to allow 
stuff like that to go 
on... I thought we're 
trying to clean the 
game up." 
Eric Steinbach | Browns guard 
league rule that prohibits clubs 
from using a video camera on 
the sidelines. 
Also, Patriots nose tack- 
le Vince Wilfork was fined 
$12,500 by ihe league last 
month for his low, late hit on 
Bills quarterback I.P. Losman, 
who sustained a sprained left 
knee. 
Steinbach was asked if 
Vrabel's hit changed ihe way 
he viewed the Patriots. 
"That's what kind of got me," 
he said. "Everyone is trying 
to emulate the New England 
Patriols and everyone looks up 
to them in the NFL like they're 
the team thai does everything 
right. Well, how are you going 
to have a player like that go and 
do that at the end of the game? 
"That just doesn't show pro- 
fessionalism. I don't care if the 
game was won or lost you don't 
do a move like that. I wasn't too 
happy." 
Browns return specialist Joshua 
(:ribbs was hopingVrabel's liehav- 
ior was an accident. 
"I really hope that he didn't 
hear the whistle," he said. "1 
have no doubt in my mind thai 
he's not that type of player or 
athlete like that. Seeing him 
throughout the years, he's 
shown a lot of sportsmanship 
and not really aguy who would 
do something like that, espe- 
cially when they're up. 
"lie didn't hear the whistle, 
I have to stick with that. I hope 
he didn't." 
During his four seasons with 
Cincinnati, Steinbach, who 
signed with the Browns as a 
tree agent in March, couldn't 
recall another such incident in 
games against ihe Patriots. 
"We played them in 
(:incinnati three years in a row 
and didn't see any dirty play, 
so thai was a first." he said. "It 
was just one guy." 
TOURING COMPANY   J 
One Nation, Unde 
Friday, October 26, 2007 
8pm -Anderson Arena on the BGSU Campus 
,- Tickets starting at ONLY $13 
:- Dinner/Show packages available 
- Reduced rate for Table of Eight 
CALL TODAY 
877-BGSU TICKET 
SHOW EXPECTED TO SELL OUT IN ADVANCE 
For nearly 70 years Owens Corning has been a company of 
innovation, leadership and diversity. Our success is rooted in the 
talented people who work at Owens Corning. 
We are looking for extraordinary talent at Bowling Green 
State University, specifically in the following areas. 
• Customer Fulfillment 
• Sales 
• Supply Chain 
• Finance 
• Information Systems 
BGSU Career Expo 
October 9, 10:30 a.m.- 3:00 p.m. 
Perry Field House. 
Please join us at the BGSU Career Expo to find out how your career 
with Owens Corning will give you opportunity, challenge and purpose. 
Take the opportunity to talk to recruiters about intern and full-time 
opportunities in your area! 
For information on positions at Owens Corning 
please visit us at our career site. 
www.owenscorningcareers.com 
/ 5 
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Suicide bomber claims 13 
By Kim Gomel 
The Associated Press 
BAGHDAD — A suicide bomb- 
er drove his truck into a police 
station north of Baghdad yes- 
terday, crumbling the squat 
concrete building and dam- 
aging a nearby school in the 
deadliest in a series of blasts 
that killed at least 24 people 
across Iraq. 
Nobody claimed responsi- 
bility for the attacks in the cap- 
ital and two northern areas. 
But they bore the hallmarks 
of al-Qaida in Iraq, which 
has promised an offensive to 
coincide with the Islamic holy 
month of Ramadan. 
The blast in Dijlah, a vil- 
lage in the Sunn) heartland 
60 miles north of the capital, 
tore through a nearby empty 
school and several stores. At 
least 13 people — three officers 
and 10 civilians —were killed, 
and 22 were wounded, police 
said. 
The station, built in the 
1980s on a thoroughfare that 
links Samaria with Tikrit, was 
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HADIMIZBAN     WPHCM 
BOMB AFTERMATH: Restue trews and Iraqi fortes work at the site after a roadside bomb went off at a small popular market near the 
Technology University hi Sinaa Street in downtown Baghdad Iraq, yesterday, killing 5 civilians and injuring II others police said. At least 6 
civilian cars parked nearby in the market place were damaged as well. 
poorly protected. It was sur- 
rounded by concrete barriers 
less than one yard high, even 
though it had been ambushed 
less than a month ago by doz- 
ens of gunmen. 
A suicide car bomber also 
struck a police checkpoint 
in Tikrit, Saddam Hussein's 
hometown 80 miles north of 
Baghdad, killing three officers 
and one civilian, and wound- 
ing 10 other people. 
In the capital, a parked car 
bomb exploded at a market 
near Baghdad University's 
technology department, killing 
five civilians and wounding 15. 
SUDOKU 
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9.There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve 
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Proposed bill to 
change Medicare 
By David Eipo 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — Call it the 
health insurance companies 
and nursing homes versus doc- 
tors and the AARP, a classic, 
inside-the-Beltway struggle that 
erupted when I louse Democrats 
sought changes to Medicare. 
Pubbdy, all sides trumpeted 
their concern for older people in 
the United States and scarcely 
mentioned their own financial 
and political self-interests, if at 
all. 
Together, they have spent 
millions on lobbyists, television 
ads and polling to influence 
lawmakers. They stand ready to 
renew the battle this fall, all the 
while previewing possible lines 
of attack for the 2008 elections. 
—"The bill preserves access 
for Medicare patients and lowers 
seniors' out of pocket costs.'' the 
American Medical Association 
and AARP said in ads endorsing 
the Democrats' bill. 
Not mentioned was that the 
legislation would put $66 billion 
more into doctors' pockets over 
the next decade. Or that AARP, 
which has 39 million members 
over age 50, was eager to court 
favor with Democrats newly in 
control of the I louse. 
—'Threemillion seniors could 
be pushed out of their Medicare 
Advantage plan, while millions 
more will have to pay higher 
out-of-pocket costs for health 
care and lose important benefits 
they depend on," the American 
Health Insurance Plans coun- 
tered in their ad opposing the 
bill. 
Left unsaid was that the mea- 
sure would cut S157 billion over 
a decade from planned pay- 
ments to the companies that 
operate Medicare health main- 
tenance organizations under the 
Medicare Advantage program. 
—"Slashing billions could 
jeopardize quality, threaten 
thousands of health care jobs 
and return Medicare funding to 
levels of almost a decade ago," 
two nursing home groups said in 
ads that angered top Democratic 
lawmakers. 
Phone 419 373 6060 182 S Mom SI  nosrodcxiphormail com 
Otters authentic homemade cuisine with no 
perservatlves ot a reasonable price 
Wide Assortment ot Vegetarian and 
Vegan Choices Ottered 
Our best »#*ecrw» includtt 
■Moutoka 
■Slurred Pappen 
Beer Goulash A Slroganolt 
■Portaoelio Florentine 
-and more-. 
Get a cup of soup 
HALF OFF 
*#m% (MtfiMBIQ any «m» 
a Pmtm Sancftw* 
OM>.*GdtaMP NaOfwtXcoMiMQil 
419-292-1990 




MAKE YOUR HOME AT: 
• Haven House Manor • Mini Mall Apts.(downtown) 
• Fox Run Apts. • Triplex 
• Piedmont "Newly Renovation"    • Houses 
• Updated Birchwood 
- small pets allowed .   .. 
see our website or 







Mon-Frl: 8:00 • 5:00 
530 S. Maple St. 
419-352-9378 
ASLADA BISTRO 
$20 pierangsiiHMe jewelry* 
Largest selection of body jewelry** 
Bay 2 get one free on all jewelry"* 
mvspace.com /steeladdictions 
Tattooing by Infinite Art 
www.iatattoo.com 
Vote on Central 
American free trade 
Mandatory recount for Costa Rica 
Create and solve your 
Sudoku puzzles for FREE. 
Plav Super sudaku and win prizes at: 
PBIZESUDOKUm 
By Marianela Jimenez 
The Associated Press 
SAN JOSE. Costa Rica — 
Costa Hicans prepared yes- 
terday to join a controversial 
free trade agreement with 
Central American neighbors, 
the Dominican Republic and 
the U.S. after a thin majority 
apparently backed the pad in a 
national referendum. 
But even Sunday's vote on the 
Central American Free Trade 
Agreement did not end a year- 
long battle over the agreement 
i jpponents said they will wait 
for a mandatory recount set to 
begin today, before recogniz- 
ing the referendum's results. 
The ballot-by-ballot recount is 
required by Costa liican law, 
and can last no longer than tun 
weds, 
With 97 percent of precincts 
reporting yesterday, 51 .."> percent 
of Costa Iticans voted in favor ol 
the trade deal, which is known 
asCAFIA. 
(:osta Rica was the lone 
holdout among t he six I atin 
American nations that now 
constitute the trade bloc. The 
pact has already taken effect 
in the Dominican Republic, 
Guatemala, I londuras, 
Nicaragua and El Salvador. 
The White House kept a 
close eye on Sunday's election 
results, having fought a bruising 
political battle to get (he deal 
ratified by the U.S. Congress in 
200;"), when it passed the House 
of Representatives by just two 
Mile-.. 
Being single and pregnant 
is tough 
getting help isn't 
1-800-395-HELP 




1045 N. Main 7B 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
419-353-5800 
www.meccabg.com 
Apartments • Houses • Storage Units 
LOG OA/ TODAY TO: 
View our Listings of photos, map of locations, paperwork 
and other info to make your search easier. 
Stop by or call office for update on openings. 
2008/2009 Listings Now Available! 
Will start renting for 2008/2009 in November 
www.meccabg.com 
fl. Tuesday. October 9.200? 
STATE WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Homeless man finds his law 
degree useless in Cleveland 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
By Jesse Tinilay 
The PL, ■,».,,■ 
CLEVELAND (AP)—Henry 
Navin lumbers along the streets 
of downtown (lleveland like 
an urban gypsy, lugging white 
plastic bags — one or two at a 
time —to and from the home- 
less shelter. 
Navin, 61. hauls bis eight or 10 
bags everywhere he got"-. 
Inside the bags are work 
boots, copies of his resume and 
cover letters, a tattered winter 
jacket and everything else he 
owns. 
Navin moves one or two hags 
25 or 30 yards, then glies hack 
for one or two more until he 
has moved them all to his final 
destination. 
It takes him three hours. 
just about every day. to walk 
five city blocks from the nun's 
homeless shelter on Lakeside 
Avenue to Cleveland Stale 
University. 
His credentials have become 
irrelevant. Navin holds a law 
degree from CSU, an under- 
graduate business degree and 
an MBA from ( ase Western 
Reserve University; 
"You see someone poor and 
you look away." said Navin, 
who has been homeless for 
nearly a year and a half. 
He also is burdened hy poor 
health. 1 le said he has a hernia, 
chipped and broken teeth and 
problems with his eyes. 
Nav ins downward spiral 
sent him to the doorstep of 
the Lutheran Metropolitan 
Ministry's homeless shel- 
ter at 2100 UikesideAve. in 
Cleveland. 
To its residents, the shelter is 
known simply as 2100. 
N'avin's predicament does 
not surprise David Titus, 
who heads the Women's 
Community Shelter on Payne 
Avenue downtown. 
"Everyone has their time 
when the biorhylhms seem to 
he off and they have trouble 
managing their life and they 
end up in these situations tem- 
porarily." Tims said. 
Henry C Navin was born in 
lime 1946. in a small suburb of 
Detroit. His mother, lulia, was 
a talkative housewife, and the 
complete Opposite of his father. 
Charles, a cook whose trade- 
mark was silence. 
He held business administra- 
tive positions in Chicago and 
New York before joining the 
Cleveland Clinic in 1978 as an 
assistant administrative direc- 
tor, he said. 
Navin never quite recovered 
from his 1!)H2 dismissal from 
the Clinic. 
A few years ago, he worked 
for Triangle Machine Products 
in Cleveland and his boss, 
Mike Casper, said Navin was 
a good worker, got along with 




Ohioans paying less 
for gas this month 
COLUMBUS (AP)-0hioam are 
paying roughly a dime less lor gasoline. 
on average, than they were in late 
September, according to AAA's latest 
numbers. 
The auto club says its survey shows 
the current statewide average for a gal- 
lon of regular is about S2.76. compared 
to $2.86 two weeks ago 
US Energy Department data sug- 
gests prices for gasoline are coming 
down because demand is falling as 
consumers find ways to conserve fuel in 
response to this year's record gas prkes. 
AAA's national average price for 
regular gas is about $2.77 per gallon, 
down four cents in the last two weeks. 
The latest biweekly survey (rom 
industry analyst Trilby Lundberg also 
shows a loui cent decline, to an average 
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Travel 
■'#1 Spring Break Website! A & 7 
night trtps to BahamaPartyCruise. 
PanamaCity. Acapulco. Cancun and 
more Low prices guaranteed Group 
discounts for 8+ Book 20 people. 
get 3 free trips1 Campus reps 




Home ot the Famous 
Stuffed Stick 
352-9638 
Crisis Pregnancy? Don't know what 
to do? Your heart wont let you abort- 
consider adoption Loving Christian 
couple looking to adopt a baby. 
russ n denise@hotmail.com 
800-303-7054 pin 95 
Students, we will clean up after 
your party...recycle your cans. 
bring the bags. etc. Call 419-352- 
1457. ask for Linn. Let us know 
when & we'll be there.There is a 
fee. don't get a citation. Call Party 
To Go, Inc. 419-352-1457. 
WILL HAUL AWAY OR BUY OLD 
CARS, RUNNING OR NOT 
419-819-8700 
Help Wanted 
(BARTENDING' up to S300/day No 
exp necessary Training provided 
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174 
Bistro Wasabi hiring servers, buss- 
ers & hostesses Apply in person. 
3150 Chappel Dr. Levis Commons. 
Perrysburg OH 43551 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
nnjuEnii 
Bittersweet Farms is pleased to announce growlh in the premier services 
we offer i<> individuals with autism. While adding to Ihe learn of professionals 
al our Whilehouse location, we are excited lo begin offering our residential 
services to children and adolescents at our I'emberville site.  If you have Ihe 
patience, compassion, and flexibility required in an MR DD environment, 
we would like to meci you! 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN Will IKIIOl SK: 
- 1st, 2nd and 3rd Shift Direct Support Professionals 
- Residential Team Leader 
- Supported Living I'rogram Leaders 
POSITIONS WAIL ABLE IN PEMBERVILLE: 
- 2nd and 3rd Shifl Direct Support Professionals 
Please print an application from our website, www.bitterswectfarins.ore. and send il 
(or your resume) to Krisly Dunlap \ ia email kdunlapfaibittersweelfarms.org. 
fax4l9-X75-5593.orto: 
lliii, i sun i Farms 
Attn: Human Resources 
l2660Archhold-\Vhitchotisc Rd. 
Whilehouse. Ohio 43571 
■ ' '   ■ "   " I       1 ■       I 
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ACROSS 
I Winter ATV.    -Cap 
4 Unsightly truit? 
8 Tiiuana nosh 
14 Poetic contraction 
15 Bankrupt 
16 Wedding parly members 
17 Barbary denizen 
18 Eastern European 
19 Treasure holders 
20 Start o( Olin Miller quote 
23 Writer Wiesel 
24 BE. ol the South 
25 Ouechuan ruler 
29 Part 2 of quote 
34 Temporary pattern ol behavior 
35 Spellcaster 
36 Youngster 
39 Museum purchases 
40 Zodiac sign 
42 Tango team 
43 Kind ol clock 
45 Merits 
1 Common gull 
2 Katmandu language 
3 Low soccer score 
4 Bear of stars 
5 Swallow rapidly 
6 Ananias, for one 
7 Entail 
8 Cell centers 
9 Tennis great 
10 Shift 
11 Males of the species 
12 Table scrap 
13 Sound ot a leak 
21 Shrill sound 
22 Speller's contest 
26 Teller's call 
27 Ball of thread 
28 '60s hairstyle 
30 Whale star 
31 Rower's need 
32 WWII craft 
33 Narrow leather strip 
36 Not ot the cloth 
37 _ Romeo (Italian car) 
38 Calendar units 
40 Tony Randall movie. "7 
Faces of Doctor    ' 
41 Make a mistake 
44 Turning muscle 
45 Endeavors 
46 Adam's youngest 
48 Rustic inns 
49 Delay 
50 Hard worker 
51 Take no heed of 




60 Stuff to the gills 
61 Pops 
62 FDR follower 
63 So that's it! 
47 Part 3 of quote 
53 Skier's unwanted 
souvenir 
54 Clodhopper 
55 Forum wear 
56 End of quote 
61 Pic taker 
64 Barrett or Jaffe 
65 Captain's record 
66 Off the boat 
67 Hair cluster 
68 Before, before 
69 Gales 
70 Gin flavoring 
71 Crimson 
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Help Wanted Help Wanted For Rent 
Childcare in my home, a few hrs/day 
2 to 3 days/week Child is school age 
perfect for college student, ref req . 
own transp . great pay for right per- 
son 419-807-8154 
DiBenedettos 
Day delivery & prep personnel 
1432 E Wooster St 
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive 
brand new cars with ads placed on 
them www AdCarClub.com 
Infant/Toddler Teacher -BG 
WSOS Community Action Commis- 
sion, a community based organiza- 
tion focused on the human service 
needs of the disadvantaged. is seek- 
ing a qualified individual to be re- 
sponsible for the care and supervi- 
sion of an infant/toddler classroom in 
compliance with all policies, proce- 
dures, licensing and funding require- 
ments Required Bachelor's degree 
in Early Childhood Education, one to 
three years experience working with 
infants and loddlers in a classroom 
or childcare setting; up lo one year 
experience working with word proc- 
essing, spreadsheet, internet and 
database software Year Round. 
Full-Time.S11 55tu Send resume 
by October 19 . 2007 to WSOS 
CAC. Attn HR4TT/BG/CT.PO Box 
590. Fremont, OH 43420 Affirmative 
Action Employer-M/F/Vet/Dtsab 
Ivywooi, #> 
1V? Blocks From Campus 
Beef up your resume' Paid intern- 
ships al local telecommunications 
company located in downtown 
Toledo Three positions available ■ 
S8 per hour plus bonuses - we'll 
work with your schedule Please call 
Scon at 419-824-5819. 
LIFEGUARD: PT or FT Must have 
current Lifeguard CPR and First Aid 
Certification. Varied hours. Primarily 
afternoon and evening shifts Posi- 
tion will be year round employment 
Water Service Instructor Certification 
preferred or WSI training will be pro- 
vided Sunshine offers excellent ben- 
efits, quality on-going training pro- 
grams, competitive wages and po- 
tential for growth. Apply in person at 
Sunshine Inc of NW Ohio. 7223 
Maumee-Western Rd . Maumee, OH 
43537 Applications accepted Mon - 
Fn. 8am-4pm For more information 
and to learn about additional employ- 
ment opportunities, please call 
419-794-1368 or visit 
www work4sunshme org   EOE 
Servers needed at Cucma di Betto 
121 S. Mam, BG  Apply in person 
Mon. thru Thurs. . 4-9pm. No calls 
please 
YMCA child care group leaders  Im- 
mediate openings Available shifts: 
Mon thru Fn 630-9 00am, 1:00- 
6:00pm  &  3.00-6 00pm   Contact 
Sara 419-251-9622 
" Avail now Rooms S225 mo. 4 
bdrm free internet cartyrentals com 
Call 419-353-0325 
08-09 school year listings avail 
Also Jan 08 units avail 
See CartyRentals.com 
S5 WEB/call 419-353-0325 
1 bdrm apt for sublease, in Hillsdale 
1st monthsrenl is free 
Call 419-656-8268 
2 subleasers needed 2 large bed- 
rooms N Enterprise St. Please call 
419-704-4923 
3 bdrm house & apt on Manville 
next to water tower 
419-352-5239 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
1 bedroom apt Pets allowed. 
Call 419-704-0133 
Available Second Semester 
2 or 1 bdrm at 800 Third St 
Call 419-354-9740 
Quiet & cozy 1 bedroom, living room, 
kitchen, parking S390 mo Electric 
only 419-654-5716 
Roommate wanted 3 bdrm home 
has 1 bdrm avail Newly remodeled 
$360 ♦ 1/3 util  419-260-0531 
Studios & 
1 Bedrooms: 
Studios. Irom $309 
1 Bedrooms Irom $435 
C/A, Pels Welcome 
On Site Laundry 
Private Entrance/Patio 
Short Term Leases Avail 
419 352 7691 EX 




Line Ihe Walks at 
VARSITY SQUARE 
apartments 
• Pet friendly! 
■ Heat Included! 
• Patio & Private Entry! 










BY THE BOTTLE 
HALF-PRICE 
WITH     DINNER 
EVERY 
16.) South Main • Bowling Green 
Phone 419-35 V2277 
P^^HTflfNITIES Winthrop t Summil Terrace PROPERTY * PROPERTYB PROPERTY C 
|          Apartment Size 2 Bed /1 Bath 4 bed/2 bath 4bed/4 bath 3 bed/1.5bath 
# ol Roomates @ 4 4 3 
Rent $570 ($285 each) $1196 ($299 each) $1292($323 each) $900 ($300 each) 
Gas $0 $44 all electric $114 
Electric $20 $72 $140 $97 
Water $0 $0 $120 Included w/Electric 
Trash $0 $0 $0 $0 
Basic Cable $44 $44 $0 $44 
Internet $0 $0 $0 $48 
Parking No Monthly Charge No Monthly Charge $15 per month each No Monthly Charge 
Pool Yes (2 Pools) Yes No No 
Private Shuttle Yt» Yes No No 
Total Costs Per Month $634 ($317 each) $1352 ($339 each) $1642 ($403 each) $1203 ($401 each) 
j          Security Deposit $200 ($100 each) $600($150 each) $1292 ($323 each) $500 ($167 each) 
'Note: All utilities an based on a maikel survey .mil are on a 1? inonlh average Due lo weather bills may be higher in some months 
Fewer Roommates, More Privacy, Better Price! 
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office   400 E    Napoleon Ril • 119 352.9135 
Sunday Hours: 12 - 3 • wwwwmlhroplerrace.com • email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com 
join peace corps 
COME TO AN INFORMATION MEETING 
AND LEARN MORE 
Tuesday, October 9, 6:00 PM 
Business Administration Building 
Room 115 
tor more information visit our website www.peacecorps.gov 
or call 800.424.8580 
